Allen Roche Auto Announces Opening of New Automotive Sales
and Service Center
Allen Roche Auto, a buy here pay here dealership in Phoenix, Arizona opened a new
automotive sales and service center specializing in used cars and trucks for credit
challenged consumers.
Allen Roche Auto, a buy here pay here dealership in Phoenix, Arizona opened a new automotive
sales and service center specializing in used cars and trucks for credit challenged
consumers.Phoenix, United States - March 14, 2017 /PressCable/ -- Cars are no longer a luxury
commodity these days; today, it's an object of sheer necessity that people use on a day-to-day basis
and quite naturally, more and more people choose to have a car of their own. However, road
accident cases are continually on the rise due to more and more cars coming up on the road, and
just in time for business professionals, companies, and other individuals, there is a new automotive
sales and service center in Phoenix to provide sales and top-notch servicing of automobiles.
Allen Roche Auto is a "buy here pay here" automotive dealership that specializes in high-end and
luxury automobiles for individuals who don't qualify for conventional financing or who want to avoid
an involved qualification process.
"While vehicles play an important role our everyday lives; from attending the most urgent official
meetings to taking someone to the nearest hospital... several investigations and surveys have
proven that disheartening cases such as road accident or auto breakdowns do not just happen, but
due to lack of proper car maintenance," explained Phil Parker, general manager of Allen Roche
Auto. "At Allen Roche Auto, we understand better, and we are keen on helping you dissolve these
confusing and stressful experiences."
Allen Roche Auto has grown through hard work and attention to detail; they bring to their customers
the best automotive value available. Every Allen Roche Auto's Certified vehicle is thoroughly
inspected, detailed and road tested before it is offered for sale. Allen Roche Auto pride themselves
in stocking the latest vehicles from all of the best domestic brands as well as several highly and
luxury nameplates at the best prices.
Allen Roche Auto concluded, "Many service facilities have forgotten what the word "CUSTOMER"
really means. We can assure you that we are fully aware of its meaning and you will always get
personalized service in all your vehicle's repairs and service needs."
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